
justone
minute

Recite the alphabet backwards as fast as you can. (Younger players
can say it forwards.) Try skipping every other letter too!
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Where did 2013 go?!
I swear that May was just
yesterday, and I was making
plans for summer. And then
I blinked. And now the
trees are nearly bare and the
jack-o-lanterns are starting
to slouch and oh wait – is
that Santa’s sleigh I hear? Oh
bother.

People always warned
me that time would speed
up as I “grew up,” but I
think the real kicker was
starting a family. From the
minute Felix was born, the
clock seemed to practically
gallop between the days,
chasing weeks into months
and leaving me breathlessly
behind, gasping for just one
more minute!

Each year, the breathless-
ness only increases as the
holidays draw near, plucking
away my spare moments to
search for gifts or map out
travel plans that miracu-
lously corral my whole
family into one house at the
same time. Time rapidly

becomes the thing I crave
the most yet have the least.

In these moments (or
lack thereof), it’s easy to
forget about our brains.
(In fact, sometimes I’m
so tired or frazzled that I
forget I even have one.) But
our minds deserve a spare
minute too — and luckily,
that’s all it takes to play this
month’s Brain Gain Game.

Just. One. Minute.
One minute is about the

time it takes you to crack a
dozen eggs, whisk together
pumpkin pie filling, or stir
up some gravy. It’s a little shy
of the time spent brushing
your teeth or getting
bundled up to play in the
snow. Honestly, it’s probably
about how long you’ve spent
reading this article.

One minute is not long,
but for your brain, it’s
important. It turns out that
brain gaining does not have
to be a time-consuming task
– just a relatively consistent
one.

So each day, I’m giving
you one teensy tiny little

Quick games boost skills

Brain Game No. 5: In just one minute...
Give your brain

Have a spelling bee with the spices on your spice rack. (This one is a
real thyme saver!)
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or another ingredient list. (For example, �and� in coriander or �age� in
sage.)

See how many colors you can name just by looking around you. How
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paper.)

Build the tallest tower using only plastic cups. (Fun fact: Cup stacking is
an Olympic sport!)

Line up all the items in a drawer (pens, spoons, etc.) from shortest to
tallest.

List your body parts in alphabetical order. (A is for abdomen�)

Perform a blind taste test. Have a friend or parent set out different fruits,
veggies, or spices. Close your eyes and try to guess what each one is
using only your sense of taste. (The prep may take more than a minute,
��������������������������������������������������������������������������

Smear a can of tomato paste on a cookie sheet and practice writing
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use apple sauce, whipped cream or pudding, but tomato paste is less
likely to spoil appetites. This activity is especially great for toddlers and
infants.)

Sing a recipe out loud as if you were starring in an opera. (Belt it out!)

Create an animal or funny face using only chocolate chips (or raisins or
cereal). This is another great way to practice words or letters!

See how many raisins you can carry across the room using only a straw.
(See photo.)
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clouds. Make up a story about what they are doing in the sky.

Act out an animal or a character from a favorite movie. Have someone
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Grandma can play!)

Recipes for fun



Top, pour out a can of tomato paste on a cookie sheet and spell
words or numbers for a fun, easy brain game. Left, transferring
raisins across a room using only a straw is a great concentration
workout for your brain. It also forces you to be aware of your
breath and surroundings, which can have a calming effect. Above, a
chocolate chip turkey is more than just brain food. What animals can
you create in just one minute?

The brain benefits

include boosts

in concentration,

memory, creative

thinking, problem

solving, language

development,

number skills,

and sensory

awareness.
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challenge: Pick an activity and play
it for 60 seconds. Play it again if you
have another minute. Teach it to
Uncle Joe and have him play it too,
if he has a minute to spare. Make it
a new family tradition.

Your brain will thank you.

Brain Gain Game No. 5 –

Just One Minute!

This month’s Brain Gain Game

is a holiday season special. All you
need is just one minute.

Although many of these activities
seem geared toward children, they
are designed for everyone from
preschool to grand-parenthood.
The brain benefits include boosts
in concentration, memory, creative
thinking, problem solving, language
development, number skills, and
sensory awareness.

Don’t be afraid to promote a bit

of family pride to get your tweens
and teens involved. My mother-
in-law claims that my husband
would never do anything around
the house unless she made it into
a competition. If you, too, have a
reluctant participant, make things
more “official” by using a watch
or cell phone to keep track of the
seconds. The winner gets the first
piece of pie!

EDITOR’S NOTE:
���������������
brain games go
to fwfamily.com
and click on the

survey box.
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